
HelWin1
130-kilometre-long and 576-megawatt-
strong direct current connection

Photo: Offshore converter platform HelWin alpha

Cable length
85 km submarine cable 
and 45 km land cable 

Grid connection point 
Converter station  

Büttel 

Status of project 
In operation  

since February 2015
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TenneT is a leading European grid operator committed to a secure and reliable electricity supply - 24 hours a day, 365 days a year. We are shaping  
the energy transition for a sustainable energy future. As the first cross-border transmission system operator, we plan, build and operate an almost 
24,500 kilometres long high and extra-high voltage grid in the Netherlands and Germany and are one of the largest investors in national and inter- 
national electricity grids, on land and at sea. Every day, our 6,600 employees give their best and ensure with responsibility, courage and networking 
that more than 42 million end consumers can rely on a stable electricity supply.  
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About the project

With HelWin1, TenneT has completed a 130 km long and  

576 megawatt strong direct current grid connection near  

the North Sea island of Helgoland. It has been in operation 

since February 2015 and runs 85 kilometres from the  

HelWin alpha converter platform on the lake side to the  

landing point near Büsum. From there it runs over 45 kilo- 

metres of land cable to the converter station and the  

transformer station in Büttel. 

Along with BorWin2, HelWin1 is the first major project to  

be implemented by TenneT, which enabled more than one 

offshore wind farm to be connected to the power grid.

The heart of this grid connection, the offshore converter  

platform HelWin alpha, plays a special role: It acts as the  

parent platform for HelWin beta, the sea-side converter  

for the HelWin2 grid connection, which is directly adjacent 

and connected by a bridge so that HelWin alpha's crew  

quarters and helicopter deck can be shared.
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BüttelFacts and figures

transmission technology: 
direct current (DC)

Project/converter platform: 
HelWin1/HelWin alpha

Location of platform at sea: 
54°27'08.7"N 7°44'21.8"E

Water depth on site: 
23 metres

Overall platform height: 
41 metres

Offshore
offshore wind farms (OWF)
         potential OWF areas
         in operation
offshore grid connection systems (GCS)
         in operation
         converter station offshore
         substation offshore

Onshore
         converter station onshore
         transmission grid (380 kV/220 kV)
         substation onshore
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